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1.

!WARNING!
Failure to follow these instructions or to properly install and maintain
this equipment could result in an explosion and/or fire causing property
damage and personal injury or death.
Install, operate and maintain Marshall Excelsior Co. equipment in
accordance with federal, state, and local codes and these instructions.
The installation in most states must also comply with NFPA standards 58
and 59, and ANSI K61.1
Only personnel trained in the proper procedures, codes, standards and
regulations of the LP-Gas should install, maintain and service this
equipment. Be sure all instructions are read and understood before
installation, operation and maintenance. These instructions must be
passed along to the end user of the product.
WARNING: These products contain a chemical known to the State of
California to cause cancer and birth defects or reproductive harm

1. Remove Dust Cap from Body.

!CAUTION!
Contact or inhalation of liquid propane, and its vapors can cause serious
injury or death. LP-gas must be released outdoors in air currents that will
insure dispersion to prevent exposure to people and livestock. LP-Gas
must be kept far enough from any open flame or other source of ignition
to prevent fire or explosion! LP-Gas is heavier than air and will not
disperse or evaporate rapidly if released in still air.
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2. Remove Spring Retainer from Body.
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3. Remove Spring from Body and discard.
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COLOR

OUTLET PRESSURE
Inches
mbar
5-7” WC
12-17
6-8” WC
15-20
8-12” WC
20-30
12-24” WC
30-60

P/N
MEGR-31-7
MEGR-31-8
MEGR-31-12
MEGR-31-24

7.

4. Install Spring into Body.

5.

5. Install Spring Retainer into Body.
Set to desired outlet pressure

7. Install Spring Range Label onto current Label as shown

6.

6. Install Dust Cap into Body. Deface UL Logo on Body.
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